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The Warrior Diplomat 
 

“For all of us there is a twilight zone between history and memory; between past as a generalized 
record which is open to relatively dispassionate inspection and the past as a remembered part of, 
or background to, one’s own life.” 

-Eric Hobsbawn, The Age of Empire: 1875-19141 
 

Richard Holbrooke, the maverick American diplomat, was at the center of many foreign 

policy crises, including the wars in Vietnam, the Balkans, and Afghanistan. More than any other 

diplomat of his time, Holbrooke’s education in diplomacy and foreign affairs involved a trial by 

fire, experiencing America’s most pressing foreign policy issues first hand. For example, shortly 

after joining the foreign service and passing a language proficiency test, Holbrooke shuttled off 

to Vietnam to partake in America’s pacification efforts. Without an extensive knowledge of 

eastern European history, Holbrooke was sent to negotiate a peace to the Bosnian war. Finally, as 

the President Obama’s Special Representative to Afghanistan and Pakistan, Holbrooke was 

tasked with ending the conflict in Afghanistan, America’s longest war and Holbrooke’s last 

mission. Holbrooke could not separate his own lived experiences from that of recent American 

history. As Holbrooke used the past to guide American policymakers, Holbrooke recounted 

certain elements and memories of his own lived experience. A lot of recent American history 

was personal for Richard Holbrooke. He simply lived through a lot of it, which allowed him to 

use it effectively and contributed to his historical sensibility.  

Richard Holbrooke possessed a “mental awareness, discernment, responsiveness to the 

past and an understanding of how it unfolded into the present world,” which he ruthlessly applied 
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in his diplomatic and advisory assignments.2 In other words, Holbrooke possessed a historical 

sensibility. Why? The man was cut from a historical cloth: his first love was history and the 

defining moment of his diplomatic upbringing was Vietnam. Through lived experience in 

Vietnam, a voracious appetite for books, especially those that focused on diplomatic history, and 

the exercise of power over his career, Holbrooke gained a historical sensibility. While pursuing 

peace in Bosnia and Afghanistan, Holbrooke demonstrated his historical sensibility. Strobe 

Talbot, a fellow Deputy Secretary of State in the Clinton administration, remembers that 

“Richard was never bashful about enlisting history on his side—or for that matter, anticipating 

what future historians would say. During high stress moments in the Situation Room, the Cabinet 

Room, or the Oval Office, he would lecture those around the table, including the president, on 

how future generations would not forgive us if we didn’t take action in the former Yugoslavia, 

Africa, or in Southeast Asia. Eyes might roll, but the net effect was the galvanizing of a 

consensus.”3 Holbrooke brought a thorough and nuanced grasp of the issues and how they were 

connected (or not) to the relevant past. He certainly did not have all the answers, but he knew 

how to use the past to illuminate the current situation. In order to examine Holbrooke’s historical 

sensibility, I will first explore the defining moment of his historical education, namely his 

experience with the Vietnam war, and then I will examine two instances in which he applied his 

historical sensibility: the Balkans and Afghanistan. Through this viewpoint, Holbrooke’s career 

is significant for two reasons. First, it serves as a case study on the perils of historical 

sensibility—telling the inconvenient historical truth might reduce your effectiveness—second, it 
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3 Strobe Talbot, “Thinker, Doer Mentor, Friend” in The Unquiet American: Richard Holbrooke in the 
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illuminates a path to gain historical sensibility—living through major foreign policy crises as a 

government official. 

The defining moment of Holbrooke’s education was the Vietnam War, an event that 

never left his mind as he rose to more senior government positions. For Holbrooke, Gordon 

Goldstein writes, “Vietnam remained living history, an indelible paradigm of historical, 

intellectual, and personal consequence.”4 There Holbrooke learned the ropes of American 

foreign policy and numerous lessons that he the applied in future assignments. In a note to 

himself Holbrooke makes clear that he knew very little about Vietnam and the conflict: “At the 

beginning I did not know where Vietnam was, except that it was some place in Southeast Asia. I 

liked that…the opportunity to find out what war was really like, without too much risk.”5 As this 

note implies, Vietnam gave Holbrooke a crash course in war and diplomacy. For example, 

foreign service officers were taught that foreign policy is primarily made by the State 

Department and then executed in collaboration with other agencies like the Department of 

Defense. Holbrooke quickly learned that it was the other way around. In Vietnam, power 

emanated not from diplomats, but from the military who controlled funds and men, and thus the 

war effort itself. Lamenting the militarization of foreign policy, Holbrooke wrote to Dean Rusk, 

“to one brought up on the theory and statements that the foreign service was the base of foreign 

policy, and the embassy ran and coordinated American efforts overseas, it has been sad to see all 

of this.”6 Following the source of power, Holbrooke became an aid to Ambassador Maxwell 

Taylor and General Westmoreland, charged with briefing the men on political developments in 

the region. In this assignment Holbrooke learned an important lesson, that he would later apply 
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in the Balkan and Afghanistan conflicts, America’s hard and actionable power came from the 

military. Roughly speaking, if you wanted to do something of actionable consequence you 

needed the military, its men and tremendous war chest, on your side. Soon the diplomat Richard 

Holbrooke would become a warrior diplomat as he leveraged the hard power of the United States 

military to bring warring factions together in the Balkans and Afghanistan conflicts. 

The warrior diplomat and the militarization of American foreign policy. Left, Holbrooke in 1977 outside 
of the Vietnamese Embassy in Paris, France. Right, Holbrooke in Kabul, Afghanistan with General 
Stanley McChrystal in 2009.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Another lesson that Holbrooke learned in Vietnam, which added to his historical 

sensibility, was the higher you were up the chain of command, the less you actually knew about 

the conflict. In Holbrooke’s view, American officials in Washington, especially the military 

brass and the designated briefers to the president, knew very little about the initial progress of 

American involvement. Washington acted with an entirely different set of facts, perspectives, 

and goals than to those on the front lines. George Packer, Holbrooke’s biographer, makes this 

disconnect clear when he writes about Tony Lake, one of Holbrooke’s colleagues at State: “The 

higher up you sat in Vietnam, the less you knew. As Lodge’s staff aide, he would read an 

optimistic after-action report about a battle, and then Neil Sheehan would come into the embassy 
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and give the ambassador an eyewitness account that totally contradicted the official version. This 

was how he began to realize that reports lied.”8 The disconnect between official reports and the 

reality on the ground jarred Holbrooke as much as it did to Lake, both initial believers in 

American involvement in the region. Talking to journalists like Neil Sheehan and David 

Halberstam rattled Holbrooke’s hopes about success in Vietnam. Similarly, when Holbrooke 

toured Robert McNamara and Maxwell Taylor around Vietnam in one of their early fact-finding 

missions, he privately dismayed at the way these men gathered facts, asking young marines “how 

are things, what are your problems” in front of reporters. Holbrooke likened the futility of the 

endeavor to “interviewing governors in front of reporters. (Tell me, Governor Wallace, what is 

wrong with Alabama?)”9 In these interactions, Holbrooke learned that being close to the action 

and to those that can tell you the truth was important to making high level judgements and 

decisions. Through lived experience—often at the center of the nation’s worst conflicts—he 

understood that being on the ground was crucial to correctly reading a problem. 

Learning the lessons of the war—although often times contradictory and specific to the 

situation—played a central role in developing Holbrooke’s historical sensibility. Vietnam was 

the backdrop to his life and, to certain extent, the event to which he measured all others. This is 

not to say that Holbrooke only saw Vietnams in future interventions. Rather, he witnessed the 

limitations of U.S. power and the risks of over-expansion. The war humbled Holbrooke—two 

words that do not often go together—and lent him a perspective that historians take years to 

cultivate. Holbrooke got a historical perspective quicker than others because he was in the thick 

of the war. Holbrooke’s defenders, like Leslie Gelb, a former Defense Department official, says 

that he used the Vietnam analogy proactively. “He understands where we went awry in Vietnam, 
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but he doesn’t dwell on past errors,” Gelb said. “He’s looking for the next thing to do.”10 Even 

Holbrooke himself made clear that he was not tortured by the past: “I’m informed by Vietnam, 

but I’m not imprisoned by it.”11 The best defense for Holbrooke are his actions themselves, 

notably his rejection of the Vietnam analogy during the Balkan conflict. Holbrooke could tell 

similarities and differences between conflicts, a key trait of the historically sensible. The point 

here, which I explore below, is that Holbrooke understood the nuances, knowing the relevant 

history when giving advice. One may wonder, why Holbrooke possessed a keen ability to sift 

through historical analogies? One possible answer is that he devoured diplomatic history as any 

good historian would, which allowed him to see through an issue, looking beyond the most 

recent conflict when drawing a comparison. More importantly, Holbrooke was a product of the 

Vietnam war. He engaged first hand with the mechanisms and nuances of war and foreign 

policy. He also experienced the taste of failure in policy and in judgement. In short, he learned 

most through experience.  

Holbrooke’s diplomacy in the Balkans (1993-1996) and Afghanistan (2009-2010) was 

the culmination of his diplomatic career. He carefully applied his lived experience to the issues at 

hand, demonstrating his historical sensibility even if he was stifled by senior officials. In the 

Balkan war, a conflict that pitted ethnic clans against each other, Holbrooke navigated to the 

center of the crisis. Not unlike his time in the Vietnam, Holbrooke traveled to the region. Derek 

Chollet, a journalist who followed Holbrooke’s career, aptly summarizes Holbrooke’s initial 

foray into Bosnia: “Holbrooke’s two trips to Bosnia in 1992 [before he became Assistant 

Secretary for European and Canadian Affairs] followed a standard practice throughout his career: 

to get into the field and see the problems first-hand, gaining expertise, getting a sense of 
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problems and possible solutions, and becoming an advocate.”12 Holbrooke extended the pattern 

of traveling and being close to the issues he advocated for, which allowed him to attain a level of 

expertise and nuance that few others in Washington possessed. Holbrooke did not just speak 

about the generalities of the conflict; rather he understood the particulars of the conflict and the 

dangerous implications of ethnic fighting on the viability of NATO. Holbrooke’s maturity and 

discernment underscores his historical sensibility. No one else was better equipped than 

Holbrooke to deal with the “junkyard dogs” of Eastern Europe i.e. Serbian President Milosevic, 

Croatian President Tudjman, and Bosnian Head Izetbegovic.13 Holbrooke’s brittle nature and his 

excellent grasp of the issues, in large part due to his travel, made him the perfect negotiator.  

Holbrooke’s Balkan diplomacy displayed his historical sensibility in two other ways. 

First, in his advocacy to raise the stakes of the issue within the Clinton administration, 

Holbrooke dismissed the Vietnam analogy, demonstrating his clear-eyed thinking and his ability 

to look beyond formative experiences. Following the Dayton Accords, which created an uneasy 

peace, Holbrooke’s pushed to deploy American troops in the region to keep the peace. 

Holbrooke writes, “The American military feared that Bosnia would be another quagmire. For 

the older officers, including the Joint Chief of Staff themselves, Vietnam was a distant but every 

present ghost…Working on the pacification effort in the Mekong Delta and Saigon had marked 

me deeply, but I felt the differences between Vietnam and Bosnia were fundamental.”14 The 

diplomat was able to reason through the differences and similarities of the issue and his reading 

turned out to be right. Holbrooke preferred the Munich analogy, arguing that the U.S. should 

avoid appeasing the aggressive Serbian leaders which could later threaten the hold of NATO. 
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Twenty thousand American troops kept a peace and helped turn the region around. Without the 

troops, Holbrooke reasoned many years later and perhaps self-servingly, “we would probably 

have fought Operation Enduring Freedom not only in Afghanistan but also in the deep ravines 

and dangerous hills of central Bosnia.”15 Second, Holbrooke also understood the central role 

played by the American military in foreign policy and he fervently sought to harness its power. 

Holbrooke pushed for a sustained bombing campaign of the Bosnian Serbs after they slaughter of 

innocent civilians. He actively pursued diplomacy at the same time, eventually getting the Serbs 

to the table.16 The Dayton Accords was a moment of theater as Holbrooke brought the two 

warring parties to an American military base in the middle of the United States. He used the size 

of the base, the imposition of American airpower in the background, and the exclusion of the 

media to his advantage. Once again, Holbrooke stepped outside the traditional sphere of a 

diplomat, putting his warrior hat on and using the resources of the Defense Department in 

tandem with the traditional practices of a diplomat. He never forgot the lessons of Vietnam, 

specifically the power of the military and the national security enterprise.  

The final exposition of Holbrooke’s historical sensibility occurred in Afghanistan, where 

he served as the Special Representative to Afghanistan and Pakistan (SRAP) from 2009 to 2010. 

Holbrooke executed his standard procedure of frequently visiting the region and engaging with 

the warring parties and leaders. Further, just as he did in the Balkans, Holbrooke negotiated with 

the backdrop of American military power, using the military’s leverage to extract concessions. 

At the same time, Holbrooke saw the limits of military solutions, arguing that history showed 

that diplomatic and political considerations were just as important in the end game. Holbrooke 
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likened Afghanistan to Vietnam.17 The Taliban like the Vietminh was an insurgency with 

internal and external support, i.e. Pakistan. He reasoned they would be increasingly difficult to 

eradicate and thus a political reconciliation needed. Holbrooke played the “long game”—which 

focused on rebuilding trust in Afghani governmental structures and beginning a process of 

reconciliation with the Taliban. Remarkably, Obama rejected the Vietnam analogy and would 

did not give Holbrooke any time or support for his considerations. Military considerations ruled 

the day. Holbrooke was constrained by Obama himself who distrusted Holbrooke’s style, partly 

because of his arrogance and ambition. It is difficult to know whether Holbrooke’s historical 

sensibility or perhaps just his storied ambition limited his effectiveness. If Holbrooke’s sense of 

history put off Obama, it must have been because he was speaking the truth that no one wanted 

to hear. At one point, no matter how much an organization values diversity of thought, those who 

dissent are simply cut off and left in the dark. However, it was also likely the stink of arrogance 

emanating from Holbrooke iced his relationship with Obama. Obama’s refusal to give his special 

representative any one-on-one time—a striking fact for the senior official running the efforts to 

end a war—is evidence for this view.18 Nevertheless, Obama’s refusal to listen to Holbrooke’s 

recommendations was a failure of the internal deliberations. 

The maverick diplomat Richard Holbrooke demonstrated an ability to effectively reason 

from history while he pursued peace in the Balkans and Afghanistan. Holbrooke’s command of 

the past was a product of his time in Vietnam, the foundational experience in his diplomatic 

education. In Vietnam, he learned about the use of power, the misinformed nature of official 

reports, and the limited scope of America’s foreign policy. He displayed his historical sensibility 
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as he reasoned, analogized, and made sense of two important foreign policy interventions. 

Although he was not a perfect diplomat—his ambition and arrogance often limited his 

effectiveness—Richard Holbrooke undoubtedly left the world a better place. He avoided further 

bloodshed in Eastern Europe and laid the groundwork for a more peaceful Afghanistan. You can 

thank his historical sensibility for that. 
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